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Ref. No: IMPACT/NOTICE/65

Dear Students,  

This is to inform you that on 

students to write their Mid semester examination under Internal Assessment Marks. Taking academic 

interests of students into account, College has decided to hold re

online mode for session 20

owing to valid reasons amid the second wave of Covid spreads and others as well if they want to 

improve their marks have last opportunity to take Mid semester re

Be informed that with reference to notice

semester result of some students has not been in process as they did not clear their all kinds of dues 

including upcoming 2
nd

 semester fee within prescribed date. However, their res

published on https://ibit.ly/dfb8

accordingly. Such students are being given one more chance to clear their aforesaid fee latest by June 

19, 2021. They will face disciplinary action in case of missing the deadline. 

In response to notice published on June 06, 2021, this is to say that some students submitted 

application, requesting College to re

marks they obtained did come up to their expectations . 

College re-checked such answersheet and result being published with updated marks in subject. 

You are required to refer to previous notice no

detailed information about rules and regulations of said re

regulations will be followed except submission of a

date.   

If any query, stay in touch with following officials 

1) Mr. Devi Dayal Sinha

2) Mr. Rahul Kumar Tiwari

3) Mr. Prabhat Kumar 
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IMPACT/NOTICE/657/2021                        

 

Notice 

This is to inform you that on students and their guardian requests, one more chance is being given to 

students to write their Mid semester examination under Internal Assessment Marks. Taking academic 

interests of students into account, College has decided to hold re-examination of Mid 

online mode for session 2020-21. Those students who missed out their Mid semester examination 

owing to valid reasons amid the second wave of Covid spreads and others as well if they want to 

improve their marks have last opportunity to take Mid semester re-examination.  

at with reference to notice IMPACT/NOTICE/636/2021 dated June 06, 2021

semester result of some students has not been in process as they did not clear their all kinds of dues 

semester fee within prescribed date. However, their res

https://ibit.ly/dfb8 to let them know their Mid Semester marks and take decision 

accordingly. Such students are being given one more chance to clear their aforesaid fee latest by June 

1. They will face disciplinary action in case of missing the deadline. 

In response to notice published on June 06, 2021, this is to say that some students submitted 

application, requesting College to re-evaluate their answer sheets because they 

marks they obtained did come up to their expectations . Taking their

checked such answersheet and result being published with updated marks in subject. 

You are required to refer to previous notice no IMPACT/NOTICE/524/2021 

detailed information about rules and regulations of said re-examination. Note that same rules and 

regulations will be followed except submission of answer sheets, as decided June 18

ny query, stay in touch with following officials  

Devi Dayal Sinha   : 6203967818 

Mr. Rahul Kumar Tiwari : 6204751406 

  : 6203967812 
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                Date:  June 14, 2021                                           

students and their guardian requests, one more chance is being given to 

students to write their Mid semester examination under Internal Assessment Marks. Taking academic 

examination of Mid semester in 

21. Those students who missed out their Mid semester examination 

owing to valid reasons amid the second wave of Covid spreads and others as well if they want to 

examination.   

IMPACT/NOTICE/636/2021 dated June 06, 2021 mid 

semester result of some students has not been in process as they did not clear their all kinds of dues 

semester fee within prescribed date. However, their result too is being 

to let them know their Mid Semester marks and take decision 

accordingly. Such students are being given one more chance to clear their aforesaid fee latest by June 

1. They will face disciplinary action in case of missing the deadline.  

In response to notice published on June 06, 2021, this is to say that some students submitted 

evaluate their answer sheets because they cited reason that  

Taking their request into consideration, 

checked such answersheet and result being published with updated marks in subject.  

NOTICE/524/2021 dated April 13, 2021 to get 

examination. Note that same rules and 

nswer sheets, as decided June 18, 2021 is the last 


